
THE RE-READ (OF BOOKS, OF LIFE …) 

 

I’ve finally finished a summer glut of library and bought books with the terrifying result, my 

bedside table is uncommonly bare. What to do? We have a depleting bank balance and it’s 

too hot and sticky in Brisbane to walk to the library … but downstairs there are many books 

on many shelves. Why not try the re-read? 

 Here’s the underscore. Books do not remain static because we do not remain static. 

Reading, like dining, is not simply about eating and swallowing, in this case the words and 

their arrangement. It’s also about taste, digestion and after-taste (and perhaps the odd fart); 

the flavours and opinions that we bring to the those words. In the case of the re-read, that is 

inevitably a more literate and experienced self – a wiser diner – who can commit in varied 

and more complex ways to the story, its characters and authorial style. 

 Yay, the re-read. First up: it’s been twenty years since I opened the gaudy covers of 

James Ellroy’s American Tabloid. The writing is visceral, the action machine-gun fast and 

brutal. Those aspects of the novel haven’t changed, but my knowledge of the context of the 

story, purportedly an exposé of underbelly-type forces at work in America during the pre-

Kennedy era, has shifted significantly. Since 1996 I’ve seen, read and heard a lot more about 

the Kennedys, Hoover and Hughes, Hollywood bit-players and the Mafia. Naturally I will 

bring that greater body of experience to bear in my conscious and subconscious re-

assessment of Ellroy’s novel. 

 Cool … an interesting principle, the re-read, because it offers opportunities and 

opportunities have a funny habit of making themselves either definitively positive or 

negative. Books I once did not like (as in, have genuine and considered reasons for liking or 

disliking, as opposed to the fatuous Facebook version of the verb – a version, by the way, that 

I regularly embrace) may receive a more generous assessment whereas former faves might 

now seem stale and over-rated. I’ve often found this with the more popular phenomenon of 

re-listen. Music I glorified in my youth is simplistic and corny – but so is youth. You’re 

fourteen, love IS a battlefield. 

Question … are we re-reading into other areas? The current volatility of the political 

climate in Australia has been attributed, amongst other causes, to the rise and rise of the 

swinging voter. Less people are voting as they’ve always voted, certainly the common 

philosophy amongst my parents’ generation who were firmly schismatic on two-party lines. 

Each election – and there seems to be plenty of them – brings forth a re-read of the promises, 

evasions, stuff-ups and even achievements of the various – and there seems to be plenty of 

them – aspirants. 

Re-read relationships? Invigorating, isn’t it, to meet some dolt with whom you 

attended Dolts State High and hear all about your fun-time friendship, dude, when all you can 

remember is being harangued, harassed and head-flushed? Great when you hear that a past 

girlfriend – okay, you went to a couple of parties together and played late-night lip-lock – has 

told everyone what a Richard you were when you thought that you parted on mutually 

amicable, respectful terms? 

Re-read your life? Come on, we all do it. Suppress memories of those times when 

your arseholery was singular and savage and focus on promoting the good you, the noble 

you, the you who was beneficial to all and sundry. Apply filters appropriately – and stay off 

the booze. Bottomest line … the re-read self quickly drowns in a torrent of truth-serum. 

Best stick with books, perhaps. 


